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Conclusions Should I conclude with a summary of my main points? Unfortunately, most college instructors
label such conclusions as "weak. If you are having a difficult time figuring out what to say in the conclusion,
try one of the following suggestions. Four Conclusion Ideas Full Circle reference back to the introduction
Often an effective conclusion refers back to something in the introduction and expands upon it. For example,
if you started with a surprising fact in the introduction, you may want to refer back to the fact and discuss it
further in the conclusion. Likewise, if you started a story in the introduction, you may be able to finish telling
it in the conclusion. This type of conclusion is satisfying to the reader because it suggests a sense of
completeness. It also gives the impression that the writer is very much in control and is doing things for a
reason. Example from an essay in which the introduction explains how the writer and her husband had
difficulty pronouncing their own names because they had cerebral palsy, which caused them to give fake
names when making dinner reservations and which led them to name their son "David," in part, because it was
easy to pronounce: I have a simple explanation: For example, if your essay discusses the problems caused by
acid rain, your conclusion might offer specific suggestions that the reader could follow to help eliminate
pollution. Obviously, this will not work with all topics, but if you choose to do it, try to be specific with your
suggestions. How do we not accept the myth of the ideal body? To do that we need to seriously think about
how we feel about our bodies, what we believe about our bodies, and why we feel or believe that way. Do not
use food to mask problems that you are avoiding or problems that are too painful for you to face. Eat a well
balanced diet regularly without feeling guilty, and have food become a normal part of life, rather than the
focus of your life. Often this can be done by explaining how your topic fits into the "big picture" of the larger
world. That night, for the last time in my life but one-for I was a big boy twelve years old-I cried. I buried my
head under the quilts, but my aunt heard me. She woke up and told my uncle I was crying because the Holy
Ghost had come into my life, and because I had seen Jesus. Example from an essay about that fact that job
recruiters decide whether or not to hire you based on your appearance and first impressions. The writer
describes an experiment that he conducted by asking the recruiters to snap their fingers as soon as they had
decided not to hire the candidate and timing them on a stopwatch: It went like this. I asked him to participate
in the snapping experiment. He went out into the lobby, picked up his first candidate of the day, and headed
for the interview room. As he passed me in the hall, he glared at me. And his fingers went "Snap! Sometimes
you can combine two or more of these suggestions.
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Next Biggest mistake in the "Universe" Beauty pageants may be full of gorgeous women, but things can turn
ugly fast. Just ask Steve Harvey. In December , he incorrectly read the results card while hosting the Miss
Universe pageant, and consequently crowned the wrong woman queen. Then, as Miss Colombia, Ariadna
Gutierrez, celebrated her supposed victory, Harvey walked back onstage and told the crowd, "I have to
apologize. The first runner-up is Colombia. The last thing I wanted to do was to bully anyone. Soldiers found
a large stash of weapons in the back, including two AR assault rifles,. Zuniga told police she was planning on
traveling to Bolivia and Colombia with the men to go shopping. She was later dethroned for her involvement
in the scandal. The young beauty queen allegedly told family, friends and well-wishers that she needed the
money to pay for leukemia treatments, even shaving her head and visiting various hospitals to keep up the
ruse. Weaver-Gates is now charged with theft by deception and the receipt of stolen property. She traded in
her sash and crown and was jailed. Her reign was quickly tarnished, however, when Penthouse magazine
published sexually explicit photographs of her taken several years earlier. As a result, Williams resigned her
crown. AP Vanessa Williams comes full circle Vanessa Williams went on to have a successful career in film,
television, music and theater, scoring a number of radio hits and even appearing on Broadway. Then in , three
decades after she gave up the Miss America crown, she was invited back to serve as head judge for the
competition. Six days later, their bodies were found buried near the spa. Ruiz confessed to shooting the two
women with an accomplice and then burying the bodies in a river bank so they would decompose quicker. AP
Miss Honduras murdered Ruiz apparently shot his girlfriend, Sofia, because she was dancing with another
man. Honduras did not compete in the contest that year, given the tragedy. It was the runner-up -- Miss
California, Carrie Prejean -- who stole the spotlight for the way in which she fielded a question about gay
marriage from judge Perez Hilton. About a month after the Miss USA pageant, it was revealed that the Miss
California Pageant actually helped her pay for breast augmentation surgery. To boost her confidence. We want
to put her in the best possible confidence in order to present herself in the best possible light on a national
stage. AP Nude pictures Then, topless photos of Prejean surfaced and controversy erupted once again.
Initially, Trump and the Miss California pageant decided that Prejean would be allowed to keep her crown,
saying "we have determined They countersued over her unpaid breast implants. Then, according to NBC, the
legal battle imploded when pageant organizers uncovered a sex tape featuring the religiously devout beauty
queen. Was Ramsey manipulated by her parents? Pictures flooded the media of the small beauty queen, made
up to look more mature than her years. The strange details of her tragic case riveted the country. Sadly,
though, it was never solved. In April , a Hispanic woman, named Christina Silva, won the Miss California
USA contest, only to be asked to give up the title a few days later, due to an accounting mix-up. Silva in turn
sued the pageant, alleging rigging and racial bias. I think my record speaks for itself. A few months later, she
was killed during a shootout between Mexican soldiers and members of a drug cartel. It was unclear whether
she had used the weapon in the gun battle. Rumors of drug use, underage drinking and promiscuity swirled,
prompting pageant organizers to put out a statement saying, "The Miss Universe Organization and Mr. Trump
will be evaluating her behavioral and personal issues to see what we can do to work with her and what we will
do about her reign going forward. So, the young woman resumed her Miss USA duties after a stint in an
alcohol and drug rehabilitation center.
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Get this from a library! The politics of cocaine: how U.S. policy has created a thriving drug industry in Central and South
America. [William L Marcy] -- Drawing on declassified documents and extensive firsthand research, The Politics of
Cocaine takes a hard look at the role the United States played in creating the drug industry that thrives in.

Greenwald lives in Brazil and speaks fluent Portuguese. The result was a strongly positive page report
published by Cato in April. Crime was through the roof," Greenwald said in an interview in September. The
more they criminalized the worse it got. The only option not considered - because Portugal concluded it would
violate treaty obligations - was full-scale drug legalization. The result was complete drug decriminalization.
Drug use and possession are still against the law in Portugal, but they do not carry criminal penalties. They are
considered administrative offenses - like parking tickets - and are punishable by fines or mandatory treatment.
Even those penalties are rarely handed out. Police who catch drug users issue them citations calling them
before a three-person "dissuasion commission," which usually consists of a health worker, a judge or lawyer,
and one other official. The commission considers whether the subject is a first-time or frequent user and offers
treatment options. In , 83 percent cases ended with a suspension of proceedings - no penalty imposed. The
whole process takes place outside the realm of criminal law - no arrests, courts, probation or criminal records.
Drug trafficking - as well as furnishing drugs to a minor - remain criminal offenses. Since decriminalization,
lifetime prevalence rates which measure how many people have consumed a particular drug or drugs over the
course of their lifetime in Portugal have decreased for various age groups. For students in the 7th-9th grades
years old , the rate decreased from For those in the 10thth grades years old , the lifetime prevalence rate,
which increased from Other age groups saw increases: If you look at the drug trends since , we have reduced
in this country illicit drug use in all categories by 25 percent. When Nixon coined the term "War on Drugs" in
, "60 percent of the money was spent for prevention and treatment and 40 percent for interdiction," Califano
said. Marijuana use appears to have increased modestly, but remains low compared to other countries. For the
period from , the proportion of the general population age in Portugal who had ever used marijuana was the
lowest among E. K, and France had the highest rates - 25 to 30 percent. The Netherlands, with its famously
liberal drug policies , was in the middle of the pack. The Catholic church exerts enormous influence. They are
very conservative on issues like abortion and gay rights. In the Netherlands, the rate of marijuana use has risen
and fallen pretty much in tandem with the rate in Europe as a whole - a rate far lower than in the United States.
So far, Portugal has largely flown under the radar, even in drug policy circles.
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Get this from a library! The politics of cocaine: how U.S. foreign policy has created a thriving drug industry in Central and
South America. [William L Marcy] -- Drawing on declassified documents and research, this exploration of the economic
drug trade of Central and South America fills in historical gaps and provides a fresh analysis of a complex and.

His practice focuses on representing clients in the sports industry and small businesses. Drug Enforcement
Administration and a D. Dan lives with his wife Liz, who is a clinical psychologist, Captain in the U. Matthew
Heimlich, Contributor Matt has been inadvertently preparing to write for The White Bronco his whole adult
life. George then moved to Chicago where he attended law school and spent five years practicing complex
litigation. George recently abandoned the big city life and moved to Traverse City, Michigan where he lives
with his wife, Danica. He currently works as an attorney for a regional firm, continuing his career in litigation
and focusing on contract disputes. George is a craft beer nerd and golf obsessed with an embarrassingly high
handicap. Originally from Texas, Alan is an eclectic sports fan, with his two favorite sports teams being the
Los Angeles Lakers and the Philadelphia Eagles. You can follow Alan on twitter AWilmot Katlyn Gregg,
Contributor Katlyn is an attorney at Porter Scott, a law firm based in Sacramento, California, where she
defends clients in a wide range of corporate, real estate, and professional liability issues. She also became a
bandwagon Blackhawks fan circa while living in Chicago. Katlyn now lives in Northern California with her
boyfriend, Iric, who is also a former NCAA athlete, current lacrosse coach, and Dallas Cowboys fan she tries
not to hold it against him. You can follow Katlyn on twitter KatlynGregg. He began his sports career at age
12, volunteering as a coach for youth football. After graduating from the University of Miami, he chose to
attend law school to dedicate his life to the many legal issues in sports. He made a reverse exodus from
Florida and now lives in Manhattan with his 80 pound black labrador named Harvey. You can follow Blake on
twitter BlakeYagman. Jason attended the University of Washington for undergrad and law school. You can
follow Jason on twitter dilletaunt. After attending law school, Morgan intends to leave Illinois and further
pursue her dream of practicing sports law and business. Thank you to our Guest Contributors:
Chapter 5 : The Republican Hypocrites Who Led The Impeachment Of Bill Clinton
Our research comes full circle by using the very same organism for the production of the first biotechnological produced
commercial HMO for use in infant formula" stated Stefan Jennewein. About.

Chapter 6 : Conclusions | University of Wisconsin Colleges
The U.S. Congress passed legislation in expanding the authority of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to set
regulations, enabling the FDA to scrutinize drugs for their effectiveness and safety before they could be approved for
sale/distribution in the U.S. marketplace.

Chapter 7 : Top 10 Drug-War Stories: Struggling against the hysteria - News - The Austin Chronicle
The FDA's policy on fixed-dose drug combinations states that 2 or more drugs may be have we come full circle? Curr
Cardiol Rep U.S. Department of Health and.

Chapter 8 : Vanessa Williams comes full circle - Beauty queens: Scandals and tragedies - Pictures - CBS N
Full Circle (reference back to the introduction) Often an effective conclusion refers back to something in the introduction
and expands upon it. For example, if you started with a surprising fact in the introduction, you may want to refer back to
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the fact and discuss it further in the conclusion.

Chapter 9 : Full Circle | Definition of Full Circle by Merriam-Webster
Pennsylvania Civil Rights Lawyer: Overcrowding Comes Full Circle. November 13, Sometimes, we expend a lot of time
and money and academic resources, only to arrive at a very obvious conclusion.
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